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By Catherine M Wallace

CASCADE BOOKS, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Papal infallibility and biblical inerrancy provide the conceptual
foundations of theocracy, which is to say religiously-based totalitarianism. These absolutist
doctrines emerge for the very first time among the Victorians: they are not ancient beliefs at all.
They appear in the 19th century, right alongside secular varieties totalitarian thought, and in
response to all the same cultural anxieties. Reactionary religious leaders used these doctrines to
oppose scholarly conclusions in geology and evolutionary biology. That much everyone knows.
What s not as well known is the fact that their principal target was Christian-humanist biblical
scholarship, an unbroken 500-year tradition of inquiry undertaken primarily by Christian clergy and
seminary faculty. The alternative to faith-based totalitarianism is faith based upon the imagination,
our most sophisticated cognitive skill. Faith rooted in the moral imagination does not depend upon
abject deference to an array of rigid doctrines and improbable claims. Wallace contends that faith
is best understood as a creative process, and religion is best understood as a multi-media art (and
originally the Mother of all arts). The arts convince, they do not command. They persuade, they...
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ReviewsReviews

It in just one of my personal favorite book. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this published e publication. It is extremely di icult to leave
it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Isa a c O lson-- Isa a c O lson

This composed book is wonderful. It is amongst the most awesome book i actually have read through. You will like the way the author create this
publication.
-- Miss Fa nny O sinski V-- Miss Fa nny O sinski V
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